Non-random associations and vascular fields in neurofibromatosis 1: a pathogenetic hypothesis.
Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is an autosomal dominant disorder with highly variable expression generally ascribed to random factors. However, evidence is presented for patterns suggesting non-stochastic processes as follows: (1) We have seen a MZ twin pair concordant for renal vascular hypertension, and another for unilateral ptosis. Other concordances have been reported, including both malformations and tumors, and combinations as well. (2) Four children were seen with a distinct ipsilateral association of glaucoma or iris anomaly, optic glioma, plexiform neurofibromas arising from the trigeminal nerve and its branches, and sphenoid dysplasia. Other cases in the literature support milder forms of this association. (3) We saw six children with apparent gynecomastia or premature thelarche without endocrine abnormalities. Tissue samples from four of these showed an unusual fibrous plexiform neurofibroma. Interestingly, five of the six cases were African Americans, and constitutional factors affecting fibrous reactions may also be involved here.A tentative hypothesis is presented suggesting vascular fields involving defined areas that can: (1) Support tumor growth. They would be the "soil" determining the ability and the extent of growth. There would, however, still be a need for a "second hit" tumor transformation. (2) Affect blood supply to organs, creating structural anomalies. NF1 involves a vasculopathy, and would predispose to vulnerabilities of such fields. Genetic factors could induce superimposed susceptibilities of specific fields, leading to twin concordances. "Hits" affecting specific fields would increase the likelihood of multiple abnormalities that could include both tumors and structural findings. Finally, tumors may follow the contours of existing fields. The breast is an area normally primed for growth, and the observation of clitoromegally secondary to tumor involvement suggests that such fields exist elsewhere.